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Abstract

In this paper, a new decoupling technique for a flyback inverter using an active power decoupling circuit with auxiliary winding and a novel switching pattern is proposed. The conventional passive power decoupling method is applied to control Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) efficiently by attenuating double frequency power pulsation on the photovoltaic (PV) side. In this case, decoupling capacitor for a flyback inverter is essentially required large electrolytic capacitor of milli-farads. However using the electrolytic capacitor has problems of bulky size and short life-span. Because this electrolytic capacitor is strongly concerned with the life-span of an AC module system, an active power decoupling circuit to minimize input capacitance is needed. In the proposed topology, auxiliary winding defined as a Ripple port will partially cover difference between a PV power and an AC Power. Since input capacitor and auxiliary capacitor is reduced by Ripple port, it can be replaced by a film capacitor. To perform the operation of charging/discharging decoupling capacitor $C_d$, a novel switching sequence is also proposed. The proposed topology is verified by design analysis, simulation and experimental results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The AC module system has received great attention for photovoltaic power conversion devices. This system which is attached behind each photovoltaic (PV) panel fulfills the DC to AC conversion. Also it is called a micro inverter which contrasts with other kinds of grid interactive photovoltaic inverter including conventional string and central type inverters. The AC module PV inverter has several advantages compared with conventional systems. First, it can plug and play with each PV panel, thus maintenance and substitution is easy. Second, each micro inverter is performing maximum power point tracking (MPPT) for each panel, so it is strong enough to produce PV energy, even in difficult conditions, such as shading, fallen leaves or snow in such a solar panel [1]-[5]. Generally, the AC module system is adjusted to a single-phase grid-connected inverter generating small power under 500[W]. When the DC power from the PV panel is converted to the AC utility, large voltage pulsation occurs in the DC-link. These single-phase DC and AC coupling systems need a large capacitance at DC-link, to suppress voltage ripple doubled with grid frequency [6]. This is called a power decoupling technique, and requires energy storage components like an inductor or capacitor in which the energy variation will charge and discharge. A multi-stage inverter including a two-stage structure connected DC-DC converter and DC-AC inverter does not require such a power decoupling technique because DC-link of two-stage system maintains high voltage which is greater than utility peak voltage [5]. However, the micro inverter using single-stage a flyback type especially needs large input capacitance to manage power fluctuation, because it has pseudo DC-link structure. This input capacitor stores surplus PV energy and supplies deficient energy, so the entire system can obtain good MPPT performance without the
A. Conventional switch and block diagram is determined for implementing by mode analysis will be defined by flyback inverter is designed for apllication using because of many switches and passive components decoupling configuration makes input side can be replaced by capacitor, thus the electrolytic capacitor energy. This technique carry out charge and discharge are studied. decoupling techniques using active power decoupling technique should be applied to is strongly concerned with lifetime of electrolytic capacitor, an active power decoupling technique should be applied to overcome reliability problem.

In the flyback type micro inverter, many active power decoupling techniques using a subsidiary circuit in the PV side are studied. Decoupling techniques of PV side have to use an auxiliary circuit and a decoupling capacitor of this circuit will carry out charge and discharge of the surplus and shortage energy. This technique can reduce capacitance of input capacitor, thus the electrolytic capacitor which is located on the input side can be replaced by a film capacitor. Early studies of PV side decoupling used a subsidiary decoupling circuit which is connected in parallel with input side of system. A parallel decoupling configuration makes for low system efficiency because of many switches and passive components.

Recently, some researches for a three-port type flyback inverter have been carried out. These types have less components in the decoupling circuit by using auxiliary winding. In the paper, a new type of three-port flyback inverter using an additional decoupling port which covers surplus and shortage energy and behaves as a charging or discharging decoupling capacitor is proposed. Furthermore the proposed flyback inverter is designed for application to a 250[W] PV module integrated converter (MIC) The decoupling sequence will be defined by the switching pattern and this will be proved by mode analysis. From this design process, the duty of each switch and block diagram is determined for implementing the simulation and experiment of this proposed topology.

II. PROPOSED TOPOLOGY

A. Conventional Flyback Inverter for Applying PV-MIC

Fig. 1 shows the configuration of proposed topology. The proposed a three-port type flyback inverter is configured by DC port, AC port and Ripple port. First, the DC port is directly connected to the PV panel and consists of flyback transformer and main switch S0. The AC port is composed of synchronous switch S0, DC-link and unfolding bridge inverter which is connected with the grid. This type of inverter is operated as an unfold synchronized with the grid, and an unfolding bridge. Lastly the Ripple port to deal with surplus and shortage energy is made by auxiliary winding. Also Ripple port is configured as a small value of the inductor to attenuate switching frequency and prevent drastic current flow to the capacitor, auxiliary switch Scharge, Sdischarge and decoupling capacitor Cv. Generally, these subsidiary circuits are needed more than two switches to make bidirectional power flow. In this topology, only two switches are used for charging and discharging the decoupling capacitor in the Ripple port, which is a simplified structure compared with the conventional three-port decoupling circuit.

B. Definition of Switching Sequence

Fig. 2 shows the switching sequence. Fig. 3 shows two dominant modes, one is called the charging mode which the decoupling capacitor Cv of Ripple port and the other is the discharging mode. Typically the mode of charging/discharging is defined by comparing the DC input power Pm and instantaneous output power Pout. When the input power is larger than the output power (i.e. Pm > Pout), surplus energy has to be charged in the decoupling capacitor. Also, when the input power is smaller than the output power (i.e. Pm < Pout), then the shortage power is supplied by the already charged energy in decoupling capacitor.
Fig. 3. Power of AC module and Power flow of each operating mode.

This flyback inverter is operated in discontinuous conduction mode (DCM) condition because of satisfying the current source behavior [21]. To make a rectified sine wave, this voltage-controlled current-source operation is necessary. And a secondary side inverter should be operate as an unfolder to grid interconnection. The main switch $S_M$ is turned on fixed duty. This duty is defined by the MPPT control to transfer maximum power to grid. The actual value of the magnetizing current will be compared to the reference current which is calculated as the maximum value of $i_{Lm}$.

III. MODE ANALYSIS

Mode 1-1: The main switch $S_M$ is turned on fixed duty and other switches are turned off. $d_1$ is the main switch turn-on duration. During Mode 1-1, the magnetizing inductor $L_m$ is storing energy and the magnetizing current $i_{Lm}$ increases linearly until reaching the peak current $i_{Lm(peak)}$. This peak current calculated in (2) is derived by MPPT control which makes a constant value of input current from the PV panel. The duration of the main switch being turned on is calculated in (3).

$$i_{Lm}(t) = \frac{V_n}{L_m}(t - T_0)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$i_{Lm(peak)} = i_{Lm}(T_1) = \frac{V_n}{L_m}(T_1 - T_0) = \frac{V_n}{L_m}d_1T_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$d_1T_s = \frac{L_m}{V_n}i_{Lm(peak)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Mode 1-2A: In this mode, the AC side switch $S_s$ is turned on and the energy stored in the magnetizing inductor is delivered to the AC port. This magnetizing energy is discharged at the end ($T_{2a}$) of Mode 1-2A. Mode 1-2A and the next Mode 1-3A are activated near the time when the instantaneous power $P_{out}$ is lower than the input power $P_{in}$.

$$i_s(t) = \frac{N_p}{N_s}i_{Lm(peak)} - \frac{N_p}{N_s}\frac{V_{dc}}{L_m}(t - T_1) \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

$$d_{2a}T_s = \left(\frac{N_s}{N_p}\right)^2 L_m\left(\frac{N_p}{N_s}\right)^2 L_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Mode 1-3A: In this mode, surplus energy is managed by the subsidiary port for power decoupling and the auxiliary switch $S_{charge}$ is turned on. The decoupling capacitor $C_x$ is charged from the remaining magnetizing energy. The Ripple port current $i_s$ is derived in (6), if the $V_x$ is applied constantly in the decoupling capacitor $C_x$.

$$i_s(t) = \frac{N_p}{N_s}i_{Lm(peak)} - \frac{N_p}{N_s}\frac{V_x}{L_m}(t - T_{2a}) \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

$$d_{3a}T_s = \frac{N_s}{N_p}L_m\left(\frac{N_p}{N_s}\right)^2 L_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Mode 1-4A: There is no power flow from the DC to AC port because of DCM operation. All switches are turned off.

Mode 2-1: The operation of this mode is the same as Mode 1-1, charging the decoupling capacitor mode.

Mode 2-2A: In this mode, the synchronous switch $S_s$ which is located on the front side of the AC port is turned on and the discharging switch $S_{discharge}$ on the decoupling port is also activated at the same time. The discharged energy from the decoupling capacitor is delivered to the AC port when the PV energy is insufficient ($P_{in} < P_{out}$).

$$i_s(t) = \frac{N_p}{N_s}i_{Lm(peak)} - \frac{N_p}{N_s}\frac{V_{dc}}{L_m}(t - T_1) \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

$$d_{2a}T_s = \frac{N_s}{N_p}L_mi_{Lm(peak)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Mode 2-1: The operation of this mode is the same as Mode 1-1, charging the decoupling capacitor mode.

Mode 2-2A: In this mode, the synchronous switch $S_s$ which is located on the front side of the AC port is turned on and the discharging switch $S_{discharge}$ on the decoupling port is also activated at the same time. The discharged energy from the decoupling capacitor is delivered to the AC port when the PV energy is insufficient ($P_{in} < P_{out}$).
Fig. 4. The operation modes of each stage.

Mode 1:

\[ i_s(t) = \left( \frac{N_p}{N_r} \right) \left( \frac{N_p}{N_r} \right)^2 \frac{v_{ac}}{L_m} - \left( \frac{N_p}{N_r} \right)^2 \frac{V_i}{L_s} \left( t - T_m \right) \]  
(10)

\[ d_{ac}T_s = \left( \frac{N_p}{N_r} \right)^2 \frac{v_{ac}}{L_m} - \left( \frac{N_p}{N_r} \right)^2 \frac{V_i}{L_s} \]  
(11)

Mode 2-3A: The operation of discharging the decoupling capacitor has just finished at the end of Mode 2-2A and then the remaining magnetizing energy is delivered to the secondary port. In this mode, \( S_{\text{charge}} \) and \( S_{\text{discharge}} \) maintain the turn-off state and the synchronous switch \( S_{0} \) on the AC port is turned on.

\[ i_s(t) = \left( \frac{N_p}{N_r} \right)^2 \frac{v_{ac}}{L_m} \left( t - T_m \right) \]  
(12)

\[ d_{ac}T_s = \left( \frac{N_p}{N_r} \right)^2 \frac{v_{ac}}{L_m} i_{s(\text{peak})} \]  
(13)

Mode 2-2A:

\[ i_s(t) = \left( \frac{N_p}{N_r} \right)^2 \frac{V_i}{L_m + \left( \frac{N_p}{N_r} \right)^2 L_s} \left( t - T_m \right) - \frac{N_p}{N_s} i_{s(\text{peak})} \]  
(14)

\[ d_{ac}T_s = \left( \frac{N_s}{N_p} \right)^2 \frac{L_m + \left( \frac{N_p}{N_s} \right) L_s}{V_s} i_{s(\text{peak})} \]  
(15)

Mode 2-3B: The stored energy in the magnetizing inductor is fully discharged in the former Mode 2-2B. The switch \( S_{\text{discharge}} \) for discharging the decoupling capacitor still maintains a turn-on state so remaining energy in this capacitor is transferred to the primary side. This makes a negative current path on the primary side and the magnetizing inductor is charged again.

\[ i_s(t) = \left( \frac{N_p}{N_s} \right)^2 \frac{V_i}{L_m + \left( \frac{N_p}{N_s} \right) L_s} \left( t - T_m \right) - \frac{N_p}{N_s} i_{s(\text{peak})} \]  
(16)

Mode 2-4: In the discharging mode, the proposed converter is also operated in DCM condition and all switches are turned off.

Finally, the magnetizing inductance \( L_m \) satisfying the DCM condition could be calculated by (16) below concerning the total duty cycle:
By substituting (3), (5), and (7) into (16), we can obtain

\[ d_1T_s + d_2T_s + d_3T_s < T_s \]  

\[ d_4T_s + d_5T_s < T_s \]  

By substituting (3), (5), and (7) into (16), we can obtain

\[ \left( \frac{L_m}{V_m} + \left( \frac{N_p}{N_s} \right) \frac{L_m}{V_{ac} \sin \alpha} \right) i_{(peak)} \]

\[ + \left( \frac{N_s}{N_p} \right) L_m + \left( \frac{N_p}{N_s} \right) L_s \left( \frac{N_s}{N_p} \right) \frac{L_m}{V_{ac} \sin \alpha} \]  

\[ i_{(peak)} < T_s \]  

\[ \left( \frac{N_s}{N_p} \right) L_m + \left( \frac{N_p}{N_s} \right) L_s \left( \frac{N_s}{N_p} \right) \frac{L_m}{V_{ac} \sin \alpha} \]  

\[ + \left( \frac{L_m}{V_m} + \left( \frac{N_p}{N_s} \right) \frac{L_m}{V_{ac} \sin \alpha} \right) i_{(peak)} < T_s \]  

(18)

In (18), \( i_{(peak)} \) value are not defined. The peak current of the magnetizing inductor is derived from the averaged input power \( P_m \).

\[ P_m = V_m I_m = \frac{L_m i_{(peak)}^2}{2T_s} \]  

\[ P_{out} = \frac{1}{2} V_{ac} I_{ac} \]  

(20)

On the assumption that the power conversion efficiency is neglected (i.e. \( P_m = P_{out} \)). The current \( i_{Lm(peak)} \) is derived by

\[ i_{Lm(peak)} = \sqrt{\frac{V_{ac} I_{ac} T_s}{L_m}} \]  

And the peak current of the secondary side, \( i_{s(peak)} \) is calculated by

\[ i_{s(peak)} = \left( \frac{N_s}{N_p} \right) i_{Lm(peak)} \sin \omega t \]  

(22)

By substituting (3), (7), (18), (19) and (20) into (17), \( I_m \) will be derived by (22).

\[ I_m \leq \frac{T_s}{V_{ac} I_{ac}} \left( \frac{V_{ac} - V_m}{\sqrt{2} \left( \frac{N_s}{N_p} \right) V_m} \right)^2 \]  

(23)

From (23) adjusting the design specification for a 250 [W] flyback inverter, the maximum magnetizing inductance for satisfying the DCM condition is calculated by 15 [μH]. Because this inductance is tight with the boundary condition, \( I_m \) is selected by 10 [μH] with considering a sufficient margin.

In this proposed three-port type active power decoupling technique, a differentiated control scheme is induced to satisfy the charge/discharge mode for a decoupling capacitor as shown in Fig. 5. This control block including reference value and control logic sequence is designed after determine of the proposed converter circuit parameters. This control block makes four switching signals to control the main switch, secondary synchronous switch and auxiliary charge/discharge switch. A constant value of PV voltage from MPPT control works as a reference value which is compared with the carrier signal. That makes a fixed duty for the main switch \( S_m \). The other switching signals are not linked with the gate of the output signal \( S_m \), because the other switches are activated after the main switch is turned off. These switches including the synchronous switch and auxiliary switches have to be controlled in the manner of comparing the rectified reference sine wave with the carrier wave to make rectified link voltage.

Fig. 5. The control block diagram for processing the proposed decoupling operation.
Fig. 6. Comparison for satisfying specific condition between Ripple port voltage $V_{Cx}$ and secondary side rectified voltage $V_{link}$.

IV. COMPARISON WITH THE INPUT CAPACITANCE

The proposed topology is based on a flyback inverter having DCM operation. So, the magnetized inductance satisfying DCM and the maximum feasible duty of each switch has to be set as design restrictions. The magnetizing inductance $L_m$ satisfying DCM condition is as in (23).

The maximum duty of each switch satisfying DCM by selecting the magnetized inductor can be induced with (24) and (25). The calculated maximum duty is 0.74 using Table II. In this paper, fixed duty 0.5 is used in consideration of a margin.

$$L_m = \frac{(V_{ac}d_{m,\text{DCM}})^2}{4V_{ac}I_{ac}I_s}$$  
(24)

$$d_{m,\text{DCM}} = \sqrt{\frac{4L_mC_{x,\text{avg}}L_{tr}L_{CL}}{V_{in}^2}} = 0.74$$  
(25)

The formula deciding the circuit section of the secondary switch in turn-off of the main switch is as follows. With the calculated value in (27), the turn-on duty of the secondary switch has to be met as 0.24 at least.

$$I_{off} = \frac{(N_p / N_s)I_{ac}T_{d,\text{DC}}}{V_{ac,\text{pk}}}$$  
(26)

$$d_{sync} = \frac{(N_p / N_s)I_{ac}T_{d,\text{DC}}}{V_{ac,\text{pk}}} = 0.24$$  
(27)

To prevent distortion of the output current, the voltage of the Ripple port has to be larger than the applied voltage across the DC-link voltage. The power flow is decided depending on the magnitude relationship with each voltage, and if it failed to meet the above condition, energy transfer in the output of the Ripple port would not happen, and creating distortion of the output current. Fig. 6 shows the relation of the rectified sine wave type voltage $V_{link}$ applied to the secondary DC-link with the voltage of the tertiary side capacitor, $V_{Cx}$ which has ripple voltage with double the grid frequency in the Ripple port.

To make power flow to the secondary port, it is required relationship between $V_{sec}$ and $V_{Ce}$. This condition is induced by the condition connected with the secondary diode.

$$V_{sec} = V_{Ce} \times \frac{N_s}{N_p} > V_{link}$$  
(28)

$$V_{Ce(min)} \times \frac{N_s}{N_p} > V_{link(max)}$$  
(29)

The equation (30) shows the average voltage value applied to the capacitor of the Ripple port $V_{Ce(\text{avg})}$, and the average value is decided by the inductor and tertiary turn value based on (31).

$$V_{Ce(\text{avg})} = V_{pi} + V_{Lt}$$  
(30)

$$L_t \uparrow \Rightarrow V_{pi} \uparrow$$

$$L_t \uparrow \Rightarrow V_{Lt} \uparrow \Rightarrow V_{Ce(\text{avg})} \uparrow$$  
(31)

The equation (31) shows that larger average voltage of the decoupling capacitor $C_x$ is better for securing a margin to prevent output current distortion.

With the above design consideration, the tertiary inductor value for preventing output current distortion can be calculated, and bigger inductance allows a larger margin with higher average voltage of the ripple diagram and a smaller tertiary turn ratio. With these factors, an optimal turn ratio and inductance can be analyzed for voltage step-up operation of the proposed topology.

When the primary and tertiary turn ratio $n$ is set as 6, this turn ratio is considered with these conditions; maximum voltage applied to the tertiary part is fixed as 360[V] with the formula (32), and 9[V] when the pulsation of the tertiary side $V_{Cx}$ is 1.25%.

$$V_{Lt} = 101V$$  
(33)

$$V_{Lt} = L_t \times \frac{\Delta i_t}{\Delta t} \left( \text{where } \Delta i_t = \Delta i \times \frac{N_p}{N_s} \approx 3.24 \right)$$  
(34)

$$L_t = V_{Lt} \times \frac{\Delta T_s}{\Delta i_t} = V_{Lt} \times \frac{T_s}{\Delta i_t} = 165 \mu H$$  
(35)

$$L_t \geq 165 \mu H$$  
(36)

The result of (36) can be achieved by calculating the inductance satisfying the condition of (33), and it is possible to induce tertiary inductance of 165[μH] at least, requiring a larger value at usage.

Also, to prevent distortion of the output current, it is important to maintain a lower ripple value of voltage applied to the decoupling capacity than the voltage of the DC-link, and it
requires a proper design value between the average voltage value of the Ripple port and ripple voltage. So, an optimal capacitance can be induced with the formula below and graph.

\[ V_{Cx} = -V_{Cx(avg)} + \sqrt{\left(\frac{V_{Cx(avg)}}{2}\right)^2 + \frac{\left(V_{IC,IC,IC}\right)^2}{4\pi C_x}} \]  
(37)

\[ V_{Cx(min)} = V_{Cx(avg)} - V_s = 2V_{Cx(avg)} - \sqrt{\left(\frac{V_{Cx(avg)}}{2}\right)^2 + \frac{\left(V_{IC,IC,IC}\right)^2}{4\pi C_x}} \]  
(38)

\[ V_{Cx(avg)} = \frac{N_x}{N_p} V_{mi} + V_{ls} = V_{mi} + L_s \frac{\Delta I_s}{T_s \times d_{decoupling(max)}} \]  
(39)

With the above equations, the average voltage of the Ripple port can be calculated as (39). And using (38) and (39), the waveforms of Fig. 7 can be achieved. The average value of Ripple port voltage is determined by the turn ratio between the primary and tertiary side and the voltage of the tertiary inductor. The final equation (28) shows the relation with the decoupling capacitance and ripple voltage of the tertiary side.

According to Fig. 7, when tertiary inductor \( L_x \) value is calculated as 180[μH] using Table II., the dotted line marked part shows the critical value where the maximum value \( V_{link(max)} \) of link diagram and the minimum value \( V_{Cx(min)} \) of the ripple voltage meet, and the minimum decoupling capacitance is 42[μF]. To prevent distortion of the output current, the decoupling capacitance has to be larger than 42[μF], selecting 50[μF] in consideration of a margin.

In the next design graph, to decide the primary and secondary turn ratios, the design process below is adjusted. The turn ratio can be achieved with a magnetized inductance inducing formula satisfying DCM from (23). With the relational expression of turn ratio and magnetizing inductance, a relation graph can be achieved as shown in Fig. 8.

The dotted line of Fig. 8 is the maximum magnetized inductance satisfying DCM, and when it is supposed the input voltage ranges from a minimum 26.5[V] to a maximum 34[V] in 10[μH] inductance value selected with the design. In this variable input voltage condition, the primary to secondary turn ratio has to be selected within minimum 1.36 and maximum 6.58. In this system, 1:5 is used as an optimal turn ratio.

Fig. 9 shows a relation graph deciding the feasible maximum duty of the main switch based on switching frequency. As the figure below shows, when the switch frequency increases and the same inductance is maintained, the feasible duty increases. In contrast, when the feasible duty is fixed as 0.745 and the switching frequency increases, the magnetized inductance has to be decreased to satisfy DCM.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The proposed topology is designed with a 250[W] flyback inverter for the PV AC-module system and the design specification is shown in Table I. This system is connected with a utility grid of 220[V] and 60[Hz]. The simulation was executed by PSIM.
### TABLE I

**SPECIFICATION OF PROPOSED CONVERTER**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input power</td>
<td>$P_{in}$</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input voltage</td>
<td>$V_{in}$</td>
<td>20 - 40</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching frequency</td>
<td>$f_s$</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input capacitance</td>
<td>$C_{in}$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetizing inductance</td>
<td>$L_{m}$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>μH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decoupling capacitance</td>
<td>$C_x$</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>μF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ripple port inductance</td>
<td>$L_2$</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>μH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC port link capacitance</td>
<td>$C_{link}$</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>nF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter inductance</td>
<td>$L_{AC}$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter capacitance</td>
<td>$C_{AC}$</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>nF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary turns</td>
<td>$N_p$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary turns</td>
<td>$N_s$</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary turns</td>
<td>$N_x$</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid voltage</td>
<td>$V_{AC}$</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>V_{rms}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid frequency</td>
<td>$f_{AC}$</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To verify the above design conditions, simulation in Figs. 10, 11 and 12 show the output current waveform in the case where distortion occurred and did not occur. A passive element of the ripple side is equal, and it is verified by changing the turn ratio between the secondary side and the tertiary side using formula (23). By the turn ratio, tertiary side voltage becomes smaller than the secondary side and the tertiary side energy delivered to the secondary side interval is not formed. Accordingly, the output current shows that distortion occurs.

Fig. 12 shows the current waveforms of each stage, and we can prove the power decoupling process from this result. The proposed active decoupling operation is verified by current through the magnetizing inductor which is shown in the second waveform of Fig. 12. The peak current of the magnetizing inductor $i_{Lm(peak)}$ is 29 [A] and this measured value is similar to the theoretical result. Also the Ripple port current $i_{Cx}$ shows the charging and discharging patterns following the principle that the surplus or shortage power decides the charging and discharging processes.

Fig. 13 shows each stage of the waveforms to verify the active power decoupling operation. The first waveform is the output current which has little ringing and distortion. This result occurred from a power unbalancing problem and a leakage inductance series connected in the tertiary port. The second and third waveforms show the input capacitor and decoupling capacitor ripple voltage, respectively. Despite low capacitance on the input side, the ripple voltage across $C_{in}$ has low value under 1 [V]. The third wave proves the charging and discharging operation for the decoupling capacitor that has double frequency ripple voltage. So this active power decoupling topology has only switching frequency ripple on the PV side.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A 250[W] three-port flyback inverter using the active power decoupling method has been experimentally tested. This proposed system is controlled by 32-bit DSP (TMS320F28035, TI) microprocessor. Although the target of this system is LPC250SM, this system uses a PV simulator (E4360, Agilent) as an input source. The validity of the proposed flyback inverter using a three-winding transformer for active power decoupling is experimented by the aforementioned mode analysis, design procedure and calculated duty. The three-winding transformer in this system utilizes the space winding method, to obtain the lowest leakage inductance.

Fig. 14 shows the waveforms of ripple voltage across the input capacitor, Δ$V_{in}$, output current, $I_o$, and output voltage, $V_o$. The magnitude of input voltage ripple which is measured only for the AC component is about 600[mV] despite being 800[mV] in simulation results. Fig. 15 shows the waveforms of voltage across the decoupling capacitor, $V_{Cx}$ and voltage across the flyback converter output side, $V_{link}$. This experimental result represents the possibility of tertiary to secondary energy transfer and proves the design standards as shown in (29) and Fig. 6.

The voltage of the tertiary side is greater than the rectified sine voltage across the output side of the flyback converter, so it can make no distortion of the output current. Fig. 16 shows the waveforms of the AC component of the ripple voltage, $V_{Cx}(ac)$ and output voltage, $V_o$. This result shows the ripple voltage across the decoupling capacitor with double grid frequency, 120[Hz]. This means that instantaneous power will be transferred to the tertiary side while there is no ripple component with double grid frequency on the PV side. There is a ripple voltage with switching frequency across the input capacitor.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel active power decoupling flyback inverter for PV-MIC was proposed. To reduce the large input capacitor required for power decoupling in a grid interactive system, we proposed a third Ripple port with auxiliary winding for covering the surplus and shortage energy for diminishing the power differentiation with the DC input and grid. Also a novel switching pattern was adjusted for satisfying the decoupling process. The proposed flyback inverter was verified by simulation and experimental results. Finally, required decoupling capacitance is reduced by Ripple port operation. Thus the life span of the proposed system is able to be longer than conventional AC modules and the system size is also reduced.
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